Abstract. In the parameter identification for transmission line, there often exist the gross errors in the measured data and lacking of robustness with traditional least square. This paper applies the Huber estimation to the transmission line parameter estimation, i.e., proposes a robust least square estimation to line parameter identification based on Huber estimation. The simulation results based on PSCAD demonstrate the effectiveness and robust ability of the proposed method.
Introduction
The accurate transmission line parameters are the basis of power flow calculation, state estimation (SE) and other advanced applications of EMS in electric power system engineering. Currently, in power system analysis, the transmission line parameters often use the design parameters or the experimental parameters obtained at certain condition, rather than the actual or on-line parameters. It may affect the other security analysis. Thus, it is important to develop an effective transmission line parameter estimation method [1] . In general, the on-line transmission line parameter estimation methods could be classified to two categories, one is the methods irrelevant to SE [2, 3] and the other is the methods related to SE [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Currently, with the development of phasor measurement unit (PMU) and wide area measurement system (WAMS) technology [10] , which provides a powerful data source to on-line parameter identification of transmission line, a lot of on-line identification methods have been proposed [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . However, as the PMU data may have error, the proposed method may give out not good result. Recognizing the above, this paper proposes a robust on-line identification method for transmission line parameter based on the Huber estimation.
The proposed method formulates the identification of line parameter as an optimization problem. However, in the objective function, the Huber estimation, which is a robust estimation, is adopted. The simulation results based on PSCAD demonstrate the effectiveness, noise immunity ability and robust ability of the proposed method.
The remainders of this paper are organized as follows. In section II, the mathematical model for the transmission line is presented. In section III and section IV, the traditional LS and the RLS based on Huber estimation are introduced. And in section V, the simulation results with PSCAD are presented. Finally, the conclusions are remarked in section VI.
Augmented based on WLS
This section presents the mathematical formulation transmission line. The transmission line adopted the π-type equivalent circuit as show in Fig.1 . 
is the reactance and susceptance of the transmission line, =2π B fC , C is the capacity f =50Hz. With Eq(1), the following can be obtained. 
where the mR I ， In considering the error of the PMU, the Eq(2) can be written as follows.
where
are the parameters to be estimated and the v is the residue error vector.
Traditional least square estimation
The traditional least square (TLS) estimation uses the sum of the square of the difference as the objective function. In general, the parameter identification for α could be described as the following optimization problem. (4) where the N is the number of the samples. i P and i v are the weigh and residue of the No.i data. The TLS is based on the assumption that the measured data obeys the normal distribution. So it uses the same weights. Thus it may give out wrong result as the, as the measure data may exist grosss error, which could strongly impact the objective function. In recognizing the above, this paper presents the Huber estimation to reduce the impact of the gross data and bad data.
Robust Least Squares Estimation
This section presents the essence of the robust Huber estimation and then applies it to the identification.
A. Huber Estimation
Large number of practice has proved that the measured data which strictly obeys normal distribution does not exist. In case of this, the measured data will obey the normal distribution be adopted and the other measurement should be restricted. The Huber estimation divided the measure data to two classes. One is the normal data, which is used as traditional, and the other is the bad data which is used restrictedly, i.e., the influence of the bad data is reduced. Mathematically, the Huber estimation can be stated as follows. 
where 0 σ is the standard error for voltage amplitude. For PMU 0 σ =0.002.
Simulation Results
This section presents the comparisons of the traditional LS (TLS) and proposed robust LS method with Huber estimation (RLS) with the simulated data.
One 500kV transmission line is build in the PSCAD. The parameter is as follows. Length=50km, R=1.208Ω, X=19.803Ω, C=0.979. In the simulation, 6000 PMU data (time span=0.01s) is used.
In the case of with 0.5% Gauss noise in the line current and active/reactive power, the result of TLS and RLS are as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that in the case of with Gauss noise, the performance of the two approaches is almost same. Furthermore, in the case of 5% of the PMU data is change to zero (become bad data) which may result from the data transfer error. The result of TLS and RLS with Huber are as shown in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that, in the case of the data contain bad data, the error of RLS is smaller than the TLS. Thus, the RLS is more practical. 
Conclusions
This paper proposed a new robust to transmission line parameter estimation with Huber estimation. The proposed method formulates the identification of line parameter as an optimization problem with Huber estimation, which divided the measure data to two classes, one is the normal data, and the other is the bad data which is used restrictedly. The simulation results based on PSCAD demonstrate the effectiveness, noise immunity ability and robust ability of the proposed method.
